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1. Introduction
At an era of hadron colliders such as Tevatron and LHC, every prediction tested there requires
parton distribution functions (PDFs) which describe the structure of colliding hadrons in terms
of quarks and gluons. The importance of PDFs is why many groups perform and update global
analyses of PDFs for protons [1, 2, 3, 4] and for nuclei [5, 6, 7].
Nuclear effects in parton distribution functions are important not only in predictions involving
nuclei directly but also parton distribution functions of protons are fitted using also fixed target
experiments taken on nuclear targets, mainly deuterium but also heavy nuclei such as lead and iron
in case of neutrino DIS. Moreover experiments involving heavy ions at RHIC and LHC require
dedicated parton distribution functions which include nuclear effects systematically - nuclear PDFs
(nPDFs). The nuclear effects in nPDFs are typically added on top of existing proton PDFs and are
independently fitted from experimental data on nuclei.
Although in theory PDFs of free protons and nPDFs of protons bound in nuclei are derived
from the same basic principles such as factorization and perturbative QCD and both analyses in-
clude predominantly theory predictions at the next-to-leading order, the current state of the art of
the two analyses is much different. Proton PDF fits use a large and very precise data sample from
HERA and Tevatron where as nuclear PDFs are fitted to a variety of smaller nuclear data samples
from several fixed target experiments taken on different nuclei and some collider data from RHIC.
The amount and precision of the nuclear data is far inferior to the data available for free protons. On
top of that nuclear PDFs have the ambition to describe parton distributions for each nucleus and so
there are more free parameters in a typical nPDF fit compared to a free proton analysis. As a result
lacking precision and more free parameters the uncertainty of nuclear parton distribution functions
is much larger than that for the free protons. Therefore it is imperative to compare different error
analysis of different nPDF in order to correctly estimate the true uncertainty.
2. Nuclear PDFs in the CTEQ framework.
Here we present an updated nuclear PDF analysis originally presented in [9] and [10] where
the parameterizations of the nuclear parton distributions of partons in bound protons at the input
scale of Q0 = 1.3 GeV are
x fk(x,Q0) = c0xc1(1− x)c2ec3x(1+ ec4x)c5 , (2.1)
d¯(x,Q0)/u¯(x,Q0) = c0xc1(1− x)c2 +(1+ c3x)(1− x)c4 ,
where fk = uv,dv,g, u¯+ d¯,s, s¯ and u¯, d¯ are a generalization of the parton parameterizations in free
protons used in the CTEQ proton analysis [8]. To account for different nuclear targets, the coeffi-
cients ck are made to be functions of the nucleon number A
ck→ ck(A)≡ ck,0 + ck,1
(
1−A−ck,2) , k = {1, . . . ,5} . (2.2)
In the current analysis, the same standard kinematic cuts Q > 2 GeV and W > 3.5 GeV were
applied as in [8] and we obtain a fit with χ2/dof of 0.87 to 708 data points with 17 free parameters.
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We perform an error analysis using the standard Hessian method introduced in [11]. We ex-
pand the χ2 function around the minimum and define the Hessian matrix for our 17 free parameters
ai
χ2({a})≈ χ20 +
1
2∑i, j
Hi j(ai−a0i )(a j−a0j) = χ20 +
1
2∑i, j
∂ 2χ2
∂ai∂a j
(ai−a0i )(a j−a0j) . (2.3)
After diagonalization of the Hessian, we obtain the eigenvalues εk and eigenvectors v
(k)
i
∑
j
Hi jv
(k)
j = εkv
(k)
i , zk =
√
εk∑
j
v(k)j (a j−a0j) , (2.4)
and we introduce new re-scaled coordinates zk defined so that the Hessian transforms into a unit
matrix. Using these new coordinates, we define vectors S±k which all have the same magnitude√
∆χ2 and correspond to a shift along the eigenvector direction zk in both directions. We then can
use these vectors to generate the error PDFs as
(∆X)±max =
√
∑
k
(X(S±k )−X(S0)) , (2.5)
where we allow for different error in each direction resulting in asymmetric error bands.
3. Results and Conclusions.
Results of our error analysis using the CTEQ fitting framework with 17 free parameters is
shown in Figs. 1 and 2. It is also compared to similar results by other groups [5, 6, 7]. In Fig. 1 we
show the results in form of nuclear modification ratios which better highlight the nuclear effects
with no reference to the underlying proton assumptions. In Fig. 2 we show the true nuclear PDF
with their uncertainties. In both Figures we observe that our error estimate is larger than the
previous estimates which can also be attributed to larger number and a different choice of free
parameters in our analysis.
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Figure 1: We show nuclear modification ratios built using the PDFs themselves for lead (A=208) and at the
scale Q2 = 100GeV2.
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Figure 2: We show nuclear parton distribution functions for lead (A=208) and at the scale Q2 = 100GeV2.
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